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UNTIL JULY 30, ARTIST LENA HENKE IS
PRESENTING AN INSTALLATION IN THE SCHIRN
ROTUNDA. WE ASKED HER ABOUT HER LINKS
WITH FRANKFURT, HER LIFE IN NEW YORK, AND
THE CHALLENGES OF WALK-ON SCULPTURE.

BY VIVIEN TROMMER

SCHIRN MAG: IN 2010, YOU WERE A MEMBER OF PROFESSOR MICHAEL
KREBBER’S MASTER CLASS AT THE STÄDELSCHULE. YOU THEN MOVED TO
NEW YORK. HOW DO YOU VIEW FRANKFURT NOW, SEVEN YEARS ON?

Lena Henke: I actually only came to New York via Frank furt. As a

student of the Städelschule I was always very active and orga nized

small-scale exhi bi tions in Frankfurt. For example, my fellow

students and I created an apart ment gallery in which we exhibited

smaller works from renowned private collec tions in Frankfurt, so I

had my little network. I ran the press desk at the Portikus and it

was there that I was able to meet the exhibiting artists Dan

Graham, Trisha Donnelly, Sergej Jensen and Rachel Harrison, who

each spent one or two weeks in Frank furt preparing their shows. I

met up with them again when I visited New York on a tourist visa

after the Städelschule, and that’s when I had a stroke of luck:

Sergej Jensen needed some body who could sew and to support him

in the studio. Hence I spent the first year in New York without a

salary, grant or support but somehow made it work. In any case,

http://www.staedelschule.de/upcoming.html


salary, grant or support but somehow made it work. In any case,

my time in Frankfurt was unbeliev ably intense. The Städelschule

itself can be hard of course, it’s not for nothing that it’s some times

known as the “cutthroat Städelschule”, but I benefitted a great

deal from being around Michael Krebber. I have fond memories of

that time and I’m looking forward to coming back now. I also think

now is the right time.

HOW DID YOU FIND NEW YORK INITIALLY? WHAT DID YOU THINK OF THE
ART SCENE THERE?

The first year was pretty diffi cult, but in New York you get to know

people really quickly. Everyone is unbeliev ably consid erate. I once

heard that this period is called “the blazing first 18 months”. That

actually applies to anyone who comes to New York: 18 months of

action. You quickly find your self invited to take part in group shows

and you then need to keep up that level of energy. That’s not the

case in Frank furt where things work differently and you first have

to prove yourself over a period of three years. In New York things

often move much faster.

YOU ARE A SCULPTOR IN EVERYTHING YOU DO AND PRODUCE
IMPRESSIONS MADE OF EPOXY RESIN AND HEAVY ALUMINUM CUBES, BUT
ALSO WALK-ON SCULPTURES MADE OF SAND, SMALLER OBJECTS MADE
OF CERAMICS AND VERY LIGHTWEIGHT PLASTIC BOXES. HOW DOES YOUR
FOCUS SHIFT WHEN YOU CREATE WORKS FOR THE PUBLIC SPACE?

I think sculptures belong outdoors. In my opinion, they should

always work outside. The open ness of an urban space with its

systems and struc tures has always interested me more than a

white cube. In 2014, for example, I worked with Marie Karl berg to

organize “Under the BQE”, an illegal exhi bi tion with sculptures in

the outdoor space under the Brooklyn-Queens Expressway. We

wanted to use the city quite liter ally as the under lying medium, as a

“canvas” as a painter might say; for me it works like a huge plinth,



like a background against which you can judge whether the sculp -
ture still works or not. How does it appear on the ground? How do

observers perceive its weight or dimen sions? What happens when

you walk around it? With my new production for the SCHIRN, I had

to ask questions like this quite specifi cally, because the Rotunda is

a sensi tive urban space, both anteroom to the art gallery and at the

same time the sole, heavily frequented connec tion between the

lively Römer Platz and the Dom. The “ambiguity” of this space: not

inside and not outside, not public and not private, puts particular

demands on my work.

HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO THIS PUBLIC CHARACTER? IS THAT A
CONFLICT?

No, I thought about the “monads”, so to speak, at great length, the

smallest details. “You have to zoom into the small scale, your own

body, AND into the big scale, society, to realize that each contains

the other. The actual state is noted in the detail”, Thomas Bayrle

once said. People are monads. The Rotunda is the brain, or the egg-

timer; like a painting by Hieronymus Bosch, the people swirl

through it. It’s only now, with Frankfurt’s Old Town being recon-
structed, that the Rotunda has become a thor oughfare. Everything

is very tight, very boxed in, and works as if it were on a street – as if

it were on a pavement. I aim to block this passage, to link the

inside with the outside and thus to bring the greater whole into

play. The Rotunda thus becomes the head of the SCHIRN that the

visi tors enter and change. The cylinder can likewise be consid ered a

walk-in sculp ture in which the pillars represent the skeleton of the

body, as it were. I placed two aluminum sculp tures in the shape of

eyes in the entrance area, which are filled with sand from the top,

from the walk-round concourse. The eye as the human organ of

sight and recogni tion appears in two different forms, and the

pupils are also different sizes, as if they were looking at different

things or reacting to the light streaming in from the glass roof



things or reacting to the light streaming in from the glass roof

above. Yet the sand robs them of their sight and possibly the visi -
tors in the Rotunda also get a little sand in their eyes or end up

taking a bit of sand back home with them in their jackets or on

their shoes …

DOES THIS WORK ALSO REFLECT YOUR INTEREST IN ARTISTIC
SCULPTURE PARKS IN WHICH THE PRIVATE SPHERE AND NATURE
BECOME ONE?

Yes, exactly. I think it’s great to have visi tors walking directly on

and through my sculp tures, to get them moving – really as if they

were walking through a sculp ture garden. A few years ago, I started

to examine sculpture parks more closely and, more precisely, those

places that somebody has already devel oped, in order to own a

garden, a home that aligns precisely with their precon cep tions and

to realize that dream. I began my research journey in Oslo, where

the sculptor Gustav Vigeland created his own sculpture park. I

subsequently trav elled to Rome to see “The Garden of Monsters”,

which Pier Francesco Orsini had created for Giulia Farnese, his

already deceased wife, in the sixteenth century. What I found so

interesting there was that after all those centuries the forest had

reconquered the park. There was a similar situ a tion in Mexico City

in the “Las Pozas” park created by Sir Edward James, who began to

build quite a number of sculp tures, then stopped and left them

half-finished so that plants and nature could occupy them. There,

for example, you find cement pillars with palm leaves growing out

of them, and the differ ence between nature and sculp ture suddenly

disap pears. The idea in the SCHIRN is for people to walk over the

sand, over my mate rial, to get it moving, to make it trickle out of

the windows into the sculptures and to leave their own footprints

behind.

CONVENTIONAL SAND – BEIGE AND COARSE – HAS BEEN A CENTRAL



CONVENTIONAL SAND – BEIGE AND COARSE – HAS BEEN A CENTRAL
THEME OF YOUR WORK FOR QUITE SOME TIME. RECENTLY YOU CREATED
A BREAST MADE OF SAND FOR “ASCENT OF A WOMAN” FOR NEW YORK’S
HIGH LINE PLINTH, A WORK WHICH HAS TO BE CONTINUALLY REMOLDED.
WHAT IS THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SAND AS A MATERIAL FOR YOU?

For me, sand is material and produc tion. Sand is closely related to

the history of bronze casting, because sand is required to produce

bronze. I work not with bronze, but with sand, which itself is

sculp ture for me.

AS IN YOUR EXHIBITION “AVAILABLE LIGHT” (2017) AT THE KUNSTVEREIN
BRAUNSCHWEIG, LIGHT ALSO PLAYS A KEY ROLE AT THE SCHIRN
ROTUNDA. WHAT INSPIRED YOU IN THIS REGARD?

Light in combi na tion with the colors pink, blue and yellow is a

source of inspi ra tion for the architect Luis Barragán, whose house I

visited in Mexico City. But I was also influ enced by Mathias Goeritz,

an artist and archi tect, who emigrated from Germany in 1941 and

then lived in Mexico City. Barragán worked very intensely with

indi rect, natural light, and in the SCHIRN Rotunda too I integrate

the light that falls through the glass dome onto the installa tion. In

any case, it is loud.


